THE NEW AMERICAN COMMENTARY is for the minister or Bible student who wants to understand and expound the Scriptures. Notable features include: * commentary based on THE NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION; * the NIV text printed in the body of the commentary; * sound scholarly methodology that reflects capable research in the original languages; * interpretation that emphasizes the theological unity of each book and of Scripture as a whole; * readable and applicable exposition.

My Personal Review:
If you have any commentary on 1, 2 Samuel this should be it. This is simply the best commentary on 1,2 Samuel that I’ve ever read and taught from. I recommend it for the library of any pastor, college/seminary student, or bible teacher. It is not overly academic, but certainly wrestles with the academic/theological questions of the text. It is easily transfered into preaching/teaching and is rather easily accessible to read. While Bergen writes from a conservative Evangelical perspective, he still cites numerous contradicting (liberal?) commentators and theologians and discusses the various reasons for respectfully rejecting or nuancing their views.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The New American Commentary Volume 7 - 1, 2 Samuel by Robert D. Bergen - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!